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Dear Author(s),

Thank you so much for writing an excellent paper. I believe that this paper will bring an additional insight regarding the issue discussed in paper. Despite all the things, this needs some minor corrections are stated as follows:

i. Please make the title of the paper suitable (study area or country or sampled area may be reflected there) so that it can be read-worthy and attractive to the readers.

ii. Abstract should be well organized and concise. Please rewrite the whole abstract properly. Please add the core empirical findings of the paper and recommend strong policy(s) based the findings of the study.

iii. Several grammatical and spelling errors are found. Revise the whole paper. It will be better if you make it revised by an expert of an English speaking country.

iv. In introduction, author(s) should portray the research gaps more clearly. Theoretical part ion literature review is quite sluggish. It should be well organized and close relevant to the research objectives. Please cite some relevant recent papers based on your study area suggested below.

v. Conceptual framework should be more theoretical and well organized. Develop this section properly.

vi. Methodology part seems to me too long and somewhat unclear. Please precise data curation procedure and treatment section. Especially, Model specification must be clearly presented; otherwise, this paper seems worthless. Moreover, how variables have been taken in this paper must be presented clearly with proper references, why these particular statistical tools have been used in this paper must have to mention clearly with relevant references.

vii. Results sections are almost okay. Moreover, tables and figures may be presented in such a way that looks more academically sound.

viii. Discussion section should be specific and to the point. It should be critically discussed core finding wise and the literature support must be there. Findings must be justified with earlier literature. Please cite some relevant recent papers.

ix. In conclusion, mention the major findings first, Then present specific policy recommendations based on the findings of the study.

x. All references have not written accurately. Reference should be unique and alien to the journal’s guideline.

**Link of Suggested papers for better literature support:**

1. Impact of Unemployment and Governance on Poverty in Pakistan: A Fresh Insight from Non-linear ARDL Co-
Please revise these issues and resubmit your paper. I hope it will be good enough for being published.

Have a good day.

Regards

Reviewer